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NEWS FOR FARRIERS
New Kerckhaert SX-10
Unclipped Front and Hind and
SX-8 Select Hind
Unclipped
The Kerckhaert SX-10 is the first 10mm
Kerckhaert shoe in a front and hind
pattern punched for City and Combo
Slim nails. The SX-10 is designed in
the same manner as the widely popular
SX-8 and SX-7 series. It features a full, balanced
toe, extra thickness, graduated widths and a 5-nail hole pattern. This
shoe is an excellent choice for farriers looking for additional strength,
wear, nailing and modification options. Punched for 5 City, 5 Combo
Slim and 6 Combo Slim nails. Shoes are symmetrical.
AVAILABLE IN FRONT AND HIND PATTERNS - SIZES 0, 1 & 2.

The Kerckhaert SX-8 Select Hind Unclipped
is based on the popular DF Select Hind, but
specifically designed for horses that can benefit
from extra support. The heels are elongated
and tapered. The widest part of the shoe is
moved forward, allowing for extended heel
fit. The shoes are punched for 5 City, 5 Slim
and 5 Combo Slim nails. They are unclipped
and symmetrical. Both the SX-10 and SX-8 are
manufactured in Holland.
AVAILABLE IN HIND PATTERN ONLY - SIZES 00, 0, 1 & 2.

New Diamond Hoof
Capsule
The new Diamond Hoof Capsule is an
excellent training tool for learning to trim,
rasp and shape feet and nail up shoes.
These models fit the old Blacksmith
Buddy legs and are competitively priced.

Find an FPD dealer near you at farrierproducts.com/locations
and ask about these exciting new products!

JUST A
REMINDER
FPD 20 for 2020
Facebook Giveaway
THE SEPTEMBER 2020 FACEBOOK
GIVEAWAY WILL BE ONE (1) BELLOTA
RAZOR+ RASP

Follow FPD on Facebook @farrierproductdistribution to
see what we’re offering in the current month and look
for posts like this one to register for a chance to win the
monthly free give-away. This giveaway is only valid in the
U.S. and Canada.

Bellota Razor+
The rasp side of the
Bellota RAZOR+ offers
a most aggressive cut,
with a larger tooth design
when compared to other
Bellota rasps. In addition,
special steel characteristics combined for the
longest durability.

WHAT PROFESSIONAL FARRIERS ARE
SAYING ABOUT THE BELLOTA RAZOR+
“The Razor+ is amazing for its durability and
longevity. I was given one at the SCC Contest and
have used this rasp ever since...every other rasp
is disappointing.”
- Ben Crott, CF of Browns Valley, California
“I’ve been using the Razor+ now and I get many
more horses out of each rasp. They also speed
you up with less effort. Great product!” - Rick
Denning of Oviedo, Florida
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You are still in the peak season, it’s still hot and there is a lot of work to do.💥  Sound  about  right?  One  thing  you
don’t want to deal with is unreliable product or supply! FPD is staying fully stocked with our major products, like
Liberty Nails (including 5 Combo Slim), Bellota Rasps and Kerckhaert Horseshoes, (including the Standard series). It’s
called a supply chain for a reason and you depend on a good one with no broken links. If the product is not getting to you now
it’s a broken system and this is definitely not the time for that to happen. If you are looking for reliability - check with your FPD
dealer for options you can count on. There is a lot of pressure on the suppliers to keep up with demand but we have what you
need and are shipping every day to our dealers.

This is just a small section of the
inventory and every pallet on the
top two levels is back-up stock!
More on the way also.

Need Liberty Combo 5 Slim nails?
Regular steel or CU? No problem
with that this year!

Quality. That’s what you need and
that’s what Liberty nails provide in
all the styles and sizes used in the
market. Including these 6 Combo
Slims for your larger feet and
thicker shoes.

Bellota has been on a steady road
of improvement and consistency the
past few years, including the Top Level
rasp. If you can’t get the brand you are
looking for, now is an excellent time to
try Bellota.

No Bellota rasp shortages this year- and
the quality and price combine to be
the best value in the market. The Prime
Level is one of the newest models, with
a chip breaker file side cut to provide a
very smooth finish on the outer wall.

Good aggressive tooth design on the rasp
side and a proven file side cut on the Top
Level make it one of the more popular
styles. Extra width without extra weight
helps with efficiency and performance.

Our warehouse is stocked with all
the Standard series as well as the
many other steel and aluminum
shoes produced by Kerckhaert.
Their production planning keeps
us out of trouble year after year!

Kerckhaert Standard
+ Liberty Nails =
Great Results.

High quality steel, good
punching pattern and
just good fundamentals
are what Kerckhaert
shoes are known for.

The Kerckhaert Standard series
covers a lot of basic needs in the
country. These shoes provide
great support and material for all
your modifications.

The Kerckhaert
Aluminum Comfort
being nailed on with
Liberty Cu nails.
Every day.

Vettec has also turned
the corner on any kind
of delivery or dispensing
problems in 2020!

CONNECT
WITH FPD

FPD knows how important it is to our dealers and to you
to be sure we have inventory - all year long.

Of course it starts with you - and the hoof prep
you do that sets you up for success.

AND JOIN THE
CONVERSATION

